
PHUC LOI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

NAME:…………………………………. 

CLASS: 6…. 

THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH 6 – No 601 

School year: 2023-2024 

Time: 60 minutes 

 

Mark 

 

Teacher’s comments 

A. LISTENING (1.2pts) 

I. Listen and tick True (T) or False (F) 

Statements True (T) False (F) 

1. Phu Quoc is a very beautiful island in Viet Nam     

2. There are no green forest in Phu Quoc   

3. You can play water sports in Phu Quoc    

4. People can buy interesting things at the markets   

II. Listen and choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks  

5. Phu Quoc has____ and green forests  

A. beautiful beaches              B. river                    C. lake                   D. sea 

6. It also has resorts , hotels and _____ 

A. seas                                B. bars                     C. lakes                   D. rivers 

B. USE OF LANGUAGE  (3.6pts) 

I. Choose the word (A, B, C, or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently 

7. A. photo B. going  C. mother D. home  

8. A. hats B. pens C. books D. cats 

9. A. river B. island C. animal D. thing 

10. A. special  B. share C. wish  D. rice  

II. Odd one out  

11. A. beach  B. valley C. island  D. large  

12. A. eye B. ear  C. see D. mouth  

III. Choose the best word and phrase (A, B, C, or D) to complete the sentences below. 

13. How many tables _____ in your classroom? 

A. are there  B. there are  C. there isn’t  D. there aren’t 

14. The black car is __________ than the white car 

A. expensive B. the most expensive  C. more expensive  D. as expensive 

15. Could you please tell me the _____ to the post office?   

A. road                           B. way                    C. street             D. path 

16. My father has ___________ beard.  

A. a long grey  B. long a grey  C. a grey long D. long grey 

17. Students________ in an exam or the teacher will send them out. 

A. must cheat  B. mustn’t to cheat  C. mustn’t cheat  D. must to cheat 

18. The Grand Canyon is one of the natural __________ of the world. 

A. materials  B. sights  C. scenery  D. wonders 

19. ___________ school is small.     

A. Tom of  B. Toms  C. Tom’s  D. of Tom 

20. My brother can wait hours for his friends without getting angry. He is really ________ .   

A. patient  B. friendly  C. lovely  D. beautiful 



21. Ann: “Could you tell me the way to the cinema, please ?” 

      Lisa: “ ___________” 

A. Go straight ahead, it’s on your left                      B. I don’t like watching film 

C. What film is it?                                                    D. This is an interesting film  

22. Hoa: “What does your best friend look like?” 

      Linh: “_______” 

A. She is short and has short hair                              B. She is a teacher  

B. She likes English                                                  D. She is friendly  

IV. Find the mistake                                

23. Hoa usually go to the library with her friends after school   

                            A                B      C                            D 

24. She has brown eyes and black long hair  

               A                B    C            D 

C. READING (1.6pts) 

I. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each numbered blank. 

                  Trang An in Ninh Binh is a charming and (25) ______________ site in Viet Nam. 

The whole picture of Trang An has limestone mountains, forests and golden rice fields. The 

valleys here are amazingly beautiful like colorful carpets. There are (26) ______________ 

running along these valleys, reflecting the blue sky above. Making boat trips is a perfect way 

to fully enjoy the (27) ______________ here. There are also tens of wonderful natural caves 

that you should (28) ______________ on foot. Many world travelers call Trang An “Ha Long 

Bay on the land”. 

25. A. fantastic  B. active   C. smart   D. intelligent 

26. A. lakes   B. seas   C. rivers   D. oceans 

27. A. scenery  B. surrounding  C. neighborhood  D. pictures 

28. A. enjoy  B. explore   C. look   D. watch 

II. Read the passage and choose the correct answer for each question  

     Hello. My name is John. I live in an apartment in New York, the USA. It is a big city. It 

has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and shops. There is much traffic and there 

are often traffic jams at rush hours. It is very noisy here, but I enjoy living here because 

everything is exciting and attractive to me. 

     Hi, I am Kate. I am John’s elder cousin. I live in a village in the suburbs of Canberra, 

Australia. It is quieter than New York. It hasn’t got many shops, supermarkets and restaurants. 

There are some farms around my house. You can see a lot of sheep and kangaroos on the 

farms. There are not many people here, but they are friendly. I prefer to live in the countryside 

because I enjoy the fresh air and peaceful life here. 

29. New York has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and ………… 

A. shops        B. post offices               C. parks            D. rivers 

30. It is very ………………….. in New York city. 

A. peaceful        B. noisy                          C. quiet             D. boring 

31. Kate is ………………. than John. 

A. taller             B. younger                C. older                 D. slimmer 

32. She lives in a ……………… in an area away from Canberra, Australia. 

A. village            B. town              C. city                     D.  suburb  

 



D. WRITING (1.6pts) 

I.  Rewrite the sentences, using the words given.  

33. Hoa has short black hair 

=> Hoa’s hair…………………………………………….. 

34. There are 5 people in my family. 

=> My family ………………………………………………. 

35. The post office is in front of the market. 

=> The market ………………………………………………. 

36. Her house is bigger than his house  

=> His house………………………………………………….. 

II.  Reorder the word to make the correct sentence.  

37. are/ the/ photos/ The/ on/ wall 

=> ……………………………..…………………………… 

38. are/ five/ in/ house/ and/ a/ There/ rooms/  big/ the/ garden    

=>  ……………………………………………………………… 

39. me/ you/ the way/ could/ the Japanese/ Bridge/ to / tell/ please ?  

=>………………………………………………………………… 

40. like/ join/ for/ would / us/ dinner/ you/ tonight/ to   

=>………………………………………………………………. 

E. SPEAKING (2pts) 

1. Introduction  

2. Topic  

 

 

_ Have a good test _ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PHUC LOI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

NAME:…………………………………. 

CLASS: 6…. 

THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH 6 – No 602 

School year: 2023-2024 

Time: 60 minutes 

 

Mark 

 

Teacher’s comments 

A. LISTENING (1.2pts) 

I. Listen and tick True (T) or False (F) 

Statements True (T) False (F) 

1. Phu Quoc is a very beautiful island in Viet Nam     

2. There are no green forest in Phu Quoc   

3. You can play water sports in Phu Quoc    

4. People can buy interesting things at the markets   

II. Listen and choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks  

5. Phu Quoc has____ and green forests  

A. beautiful beaches               B. river                    C. lake                   D. sea 

6. It also has resorts , hotels and _____ 

A. seas                                B. bars                     C. lakes                   D. rivers 

B. USE OF LANGUAGE  (3.6 pts) 

I. Choose the best word and phrase (A, B, C, or D) to complete the sentences below. 

7. How many tables _____ in your classroom? 

A. are there  B. there are  C. there isn’t  D. there aren’t 

8. The black car is __________ than the white car 

A. expensive B. the most expensive  C. more expensive  D. as expensive 

9. Could you please tell me the _____ to the post office?   

A. road                           B. way                    C. street             D. path 

10. My father has ___________ beard.  

A. a long grey  B. long a grey  C. a grey long D. long grey 

11. Students________ in an exam or the teacher will send them out. 

A. must cheat  B. mustn’t to cheat  C. mustn’t cheat  D. must to cheat 

12. The Grand Canyon is one of the natural __________ of the world. 

A. materials  B. sights  C. scenery  D. wonders 

13. ___________ school is small.     

A. Tom of  B. Toms  C. Tom’s  D. of Tom 

14. My brother can wait hours for his friends without getting angry. He is really ________ .   

A. patient  B. friendly  C. lovely  D. beautiful 

15. Ann: “Could you tell me the way to the cinema, please ?” 

      Lisa: “ ___________” 

A. Go straight ahead, it’s on your left                      B. I don’t like watching film 

C. What film is it?                                                    D. This is an interesting film  

16. Hoa: “What does your best friend look like?” 

      Linh: “_______” 

A. She is short and has short hair                              B. She is a teacher  

B. She likes English                                                  D. She is friendly  



II. Choose the word (A, B, C, or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently 

17. A. photo B. going  C. mother D. home  

18. A. hats B. pens C. books D. cats 

19. A. river B. island C. animal D. thing 

20. A. special  B. share C. wish  D. rice  

III. Odd one out  

21. A. beach  B. valley C. island  D. large  

22. A. eye B. ear  C. see D. mouth  

IV. Find the mistake                                

23. Hoa usually go to the library with her friends after school   

                            A                B      C                            D 

24. She has brown eyes and black long hair  

               A                B    C            D 

C. READING (1.6pts) 

I. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each numbered blank. 

                  Trang An in Ninh Binh is a charming and (25) ______________ site in Viet Nam. 

The whole picture of Trang An has limestone mountains, forests and golden rice fields. The 

valleys here are amazingly beautiful like colorful carpets. There are (26) ______________ 

running along these valleys, reflecting the blue sky above. Making boat trips is a perfect way 

to fully enjoy the (27) ______________ here. There are also tens of wonderful natural caves 

that you should (28) ______________ on foot. Many world travelers call Trang An “Ha Long 

Bay on the land”. 

25. A. fantastic  B. active   C. smart   D. intelligent 

26. A. lakes   B. seas   C. rivers   D. oceans 

27. A. scenery  B. surrounding  C. neighborhood  D. pictures 

28. A. enjoy  B. explore   C. look   D. watch 

II. Read the passage and choose the correct answer for each question  

     Hello. My name is John. I live in an apartment in New York, the USA. It is a big city. It 

has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and shops. There is much traffic and there 

are often traffic jams at rush hours. It is very noisy here, but I enjoy living here because 

everything is exciting and attractive to me. 

     Hi, I am Kate. I am John’s elder cousin. I live in a village in the suburbs of Canberra, 

Australia. It is quieter than New York. It hasn’t got many shops, supermarkets and restaurants. 

There are some farms around my house. You can see a lot of sheep and kangaroos on the 

farms. There are not many people here, but they are friendly. I prefer to live in the countryside 

because I enjoy the fresh air and peaceful life here. 

29. New York has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and ………… 

A. shops        B. post offices               C. parks            D. rivers 

30. It is very ………………….. in New York city. 

A. peaceful        B. noisy                          C. quiet             D. boring 

31. Kate is ………………. than John. 

A. taller             B. younger                C. older                 D. slimmer 

32. She lives in a ……………… in an area away from Canberra, Australia. 

A. village            B. town              C. city                     D.  suburb  

 



D. WRITING (1.6pts) 

I.  Reorder the word to make the correct sentence.  

33. are/ the/ photos/ The/ on/ wall 

=> ……………………………..…………………………… 

34. are/ five/ in/ house/ and/ a/ There/ rooms/  big/ the/ garden    

=>  ……………………………………………………………… 

35. me/ you/ the way/ could/ the Japanese/ Bridge/ to / tell/ please ?  

=>………………………………………………………………… 

36. like/ join/ for/ would / us/ dinner/ you/ tonight/ to   

=>………………………………………………………………. 

II.  Rewrite the sentences, using the words given.  

37. Hoa has short black hair 

=> Hoa’s hair…………………………………………….. 

38. There are 5 people in my family. 

=> My family ………………………………………………. 

39. The post office is in front of the market. 

=> The market ………………………………………………. 

40. Her house is bigger than his house  

=> His house………………………………………………….. 

 

E. SPEAKING (2pts) 

1. Introduction  

2. Topic  

 

 

_ Have a good test _ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PHUC LOI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

NAME:…………………………………. 

CLASS: 6…. 

THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH 6 – No 603 

School year: 2023-2024 

Time: 60 minutes 

 

Mark 

 

Teacher’s comments 

A. LISTENING (1.2pts) 

I. Listen and tick True (T) or False (F) 

Statements True (T) False (F) 

1. Phu Quoc is a very beautiful island in Viet Nam     

2. There are no green forest in Phu Quoc   

3. You can play water sports in Phu Quoc    

4. People can buy interesting things at the markets   

II. Listen and choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks  

5. Phu Quoc has____ and green forests  

A. beautiful beaches              B. river                    C. lake                   D. sea 

6. It also has resorts , hotels and _____ 

A. seas                                B. bars                     C. lakes                   D. rivers 

B. READING (1.6pts) 

I. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each numbered blank. 

                  Trang An in Ninh Binh is a charming and (7) ______________ site in Viet Nam. 

The whole picture of Trang An has limestone mountains, forests and golden rice fields. The 

valleys here are amazingly beautiful like colorful carpets. There are (8) ______________ 

running along these valleys, reflecting the blue sky above. Making boat trips is a perfect way 

to fully enjoy the (9) ______________ here. There are also tens of wonderful natural caves 

that you should (10) ______________ on foot. Many world travelers call Trang An “Ha Long 

Bay on the land”. 

7. A. fantastic  B. active   C. smart   D. intelligent 

8. A. lakes   B. seas   C. rivers   D. oceans 

9. A. scenery  B. surrounding  C. neighborhood  D. pictures 

10. A. enjoy  B. explore   C. look   D. watch 

II. Read the passage and choose the correct answer for each question  

     Hello. My name is John. I live in an apartment in New York, the USA. It is a big city. It 

has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and shops. There is much traffic and there 

are often traffic jams at rush hours. It is very noisy here, but I enjoy living here because 

everything is exciting and attractive to me. 

     Hi, I am Kate. I am John’s elder cousin. I live in a village in the suburbs of Canberra, 

Australia. It is quieter than New York. It hasn’t got many shops, supermarkets and restaurants. 

There are some farms around my house. You can see a lot of sheep and kangaroos on the 

farms. There are not many people here, but they are friendly. I prefer to live in the countryside 

because I enjoy the fresh air and peaceful life here. 

11. New York has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and ………… 

A. shops        B. post offices               C. parks            D. rivers 



12. It is very ………………….. in New York city. 

A. peaceful        B. noisy                          C. quiet             D. boring 

13. Kate is ………………. than John. 

A. taller             B. younger                C. older                 D. slimmer 

14. She lives in a ……………… in an area away from Canberra, Australia. 

A. village            B. town              C. city                     D. suburb 

C. USE OF LANGUAGE  (3.6pts) 

I. Choose the word (A, B, C, or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently 

15. A. photo B. going  C. mother D. home  

16. A. hats B. pens C. books D. cats 

17. A. river B. island C. animal D. thing 

18. A. special  B. share C. wish  D. rice  

II. Odd one out  

19. A. beach  B. valley C. island  D. large  

20. A. eye B. ear  C. see D. mouth  

III. Choose the best word and phrase (A, B, C, or D) to complete the sentences below. 

21. How many tables _____ in your classroom? 

A. are there  B. there are  C. there isn’t  D. there aren’t 

22. The black car is __________ than the white car 

A. expensive B. the most expensive  C. more expensive  D. as expensive 

23. Could you please tell me the _____ to the post office?   

A. road                           B. way                    C. street             D. path 

24. My father has ___________ beard.  

A. a long grey  B. long a grey  C. a grey long D. long grey 

25. Students________ in an exam or the teacher will send them out. 

A. must cheat  B. mustn’t to cheat  C. mustn’t cheat  D. must to cheat 

26. The Grand Canyon is one of the natural __________ of the world. 

A. materials  B. sights  C. scenery  D. wonders 

27. ___________ school is small.     

A. Tom of  B. Toms  C. Tom’s  D. of Tom 

28. My brother can wait hours for his friends without getting angry. He is really ________ .   

A. patient  B. friendly  C. lovely  D. beautiful 

29. Ann: “Could you tell me the way to the cinema, please ?” 

      Lisa: “ ___________” 

A. Go straight ahead, it’s on your left                      B. I don’t like watching film 

C. What film is it?                                                    D. This is an interesting film  

30. Hoa: “What does your best friend look like?” 

      Linh: “_______” 

A. She is short and has short hair                              B. She is a teacher  

B. She likes English                                                  D. She is friendly  

IV. Find the mistake                                

31. Hoa usually go to the library with her friends after school   

                            A                B      C                            D 

32. She has brown eyes and black long hair  

               A                B    C            D 

    



D. WRITING (1.6pts) 

I.  Rewrite the sentences, using the words given.  

33. Hoa has short black hair 

=> Hoa’s hair…………………………………………….. 

34. There are 5 people in my family. 

=> My family ………………………………………………. 

35. The post office is in front of the market. 

=> The market ………………………………………………. 

36. Her house is bigger than his house  

=> His house………………………………………………….. 

II.  Reorder the word to make the correct sentence.  

37. are/ the/ photos/ The/ on/ wall 

=> ……………………………..…………………………… 

38. are/ five/ in/ house/ and/ a/ There/ rooms/  big/ the/ garden    

=>  ……………………………………………………………… 

39. me/ you/ the way/ could/ the Japanese/ Bridge/ to / tell/ please ?  

=>………………………………………………………………… 

40. like/ join/ for/ would / us/ dinner/ you/ tonight/ to   

=>………………………………………………………………. 

E. SPEAKING (2pts) 

1. Introduction  

2. Topic  

 

 

_ Have a good test _ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PHUC LOI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

NAME:…………………………………. 

CLASS: 6…. 

THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH 6 – No 604 

School year: 2023-2024 

Time: 60 minutes 

 

Mark 

 

Teacher’s comments 

A. LISTENING (1.2pts) 

I. Listen and tick True (T) or False (F) 

Statements True (T) False (F) 

1. Phu Quoc is a very beautiful island in Viet Nam     

2. There are no green forest in Phu Quoc   

3. You can play water sports in Phu Quoc    

4. People can buy interesting things at the markets   

II. Listen and choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks  

5. Phu Quoc has____and green forests  

A. beautiful beaches               B. river                    C. lake                   D. sea 

6. It also has resorts , hotels and _____ 

A. seas                                B. bars                     C. lakes                   D. rivers 

B. USE OF LANGUAGE  (3.6pts) 

I. Find the mistake                                

7. Hoa usually go to the library with her friends after school   

                            A                B      C                            D 

8. She has brown eyes and black long hair  

               A                B    C            D 

III. Choose the best word and phrase (A, B, C, or D) to complete the sentences below. 

9. How many tables _____ in your classroom? 

A. are there  B. there are  C. there isn’t  D. there aren’t 

10. The black car is __________ than the white car 

A. expensive B. the most expensive  C. more expensive  D. as expensive 

11. Could you please tell me the _____ to the post office?   

A. road                           B. way                    C. street             D. path 

12. My father has ___________ beard.  

A. a long grey  B. long a grey  C. a grey long D. long grey 

13. Students________ in an exam or the teacher will send them out. 

A. must cheat  B. mustn’t to cheat  C. mustn’t cheat  D. must to cheat 

14. The Grand Canyon is one of the natural __________ of the world. 

A. materials  B. sights  C. scenery  D. wonders 

15. ___________ school is small.     

A. Tom of  B. Toms  C. Tom’s  D. of Tom 

16. My brother can wait hours for his friends without getting angry. He is really ________ .   

A. patient  B. friendly  C. lovely  D. beautiful 

17. Ann: “Could you tell me the way to the cinema, please ?” 

      Lisa: “ ___________” 

A. Go straight ahead, it’s on your left                      B. I don’t like watching film 



C. What film is it?                                                    D. This is an interesting film  

18. Hoa: “What does your best friend look like?” 

      Linh: “_______” 

A. She is short and has short hair                              B. She is a teacher  

B. She likes English                                                  D. She is friendly 

IV. Choose the word (A, B, C, or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently 

19. A. photo B. going  C. mother D. home  

20. A. hats B. pens C. books D. cats 

21. A. river B. island C. animal D. thing 

22. A. special  B. share C. wish  D. rice  

II. Odd one out  

23. A. beach  B. valley C. island  D. large  

24. A. eye B. ear  C. see D. mouth  

C. READING (1.6pts) 

I. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each numbered blank. 

                  Trang An in Ninh Binh is a charming and (25) ______________ site in Viet Nam. 

The whole picture of Trang An has limestone mountains, forests and golden rice fields. The 

valleys here are amazingly beautiful like colorful carpets. There are (26) ______________ 

running along these valleys, reflecting the blue sky above. Making boat trips is a perfect way 

to fully enjoy the (27) ______________ here. There are also tens of wonderful natural caves 

that you should (28) ______________ on foot. Many world travelers call Trang An “Ha Long 

Bay on the land”. 

25. A. fantastic  B. active   C. smart   D. intelligent 

26. A. lakes   B. seas   C. rivers   D. oceans 

27. A. scenery  B. surrounding  C. neighborhood  D. pictures 

28. A. enjoy  B. explore   C. look   D. watch 

II. Read the passage and choose the correct answer for each question  

     Hello. My name is John. I live in an apartment in New York, the USA. It is a big city. It 

has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and shops. There is much traffic and there 

are often traffic jams at rush hours. It is very noisy here, but I enjoy living here because 

everything is exciting and attractive to me. 

     Hi, I am Kate. I am John’s elder cousin. I live in a village in the suburbs of Canberra, 

Australia. It is quieter than New York. It hasn’t got many shops, supermarkets and restaurants. 

There are some farms around my house. You can see a lot of sheep and kangaroos on the 

farms. There are not many people here, but they are friendly. I prefer to live in the countryside 

because I enjoy the fresh air and peaceful life here. 

29. New York has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and ………… 

A. shops        B. post offices               C. parks            D. rivers 

30. It is very ………………….. in New York city. 

A. peaceful        B. noisy                          C. quiet             D. boring 

31. Kate is ………………. than John. 

A. taller             B. younger                C. older                 D. slimmer 

32. She lives in a ……………… in an area away from Canberra, Australia. 

A. village            B. town              C. city                     D. suburb 

 



D. WRITING (1.6pts) 

I.  Reorder the word to make the correct sentence.  

33. are/ the/ photos/ The/ on/ wall 

=> ……………………………..…………………………… 

34. are/ five/ in/ house/ and/ a/ There/ rooms/  big/ the/ garden    

=>  ……………………………………………………………… 

35. me/ you/ the way/ could/ the Japanese/ Bridge/ to / tell/ please ?  

=>………………………………………………………………… 

36. like/ join/ for/ would / us/ dinner/ you/ tonight/ to   

=>………………………………………………………………. 

II.  Rewrite the sentences, using the words given.  

37. Hoa has short black hair 

=> Hoa’s hair…………………………………………….. 

38. There are 5 people in my family. 

=> My family ………………………………………………. 

39. The post office is in front of the market. 

=> The market ………………………………………………. 

40. Her house is bigger than his house  

=> His house………………………………………………….. 

 

E. SPEAKING (2pts) 

1. Introduction  

2. Topic  

 

 

_ Have a good test _ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PHUC LOI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

NAME:…………………………………. 

CLASS: 6…. 

THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH 6 – Dự phòng 

School year: 2023-2024 

Time: 60 minutes 

 

Mark 

 

Teacher’s comments 

A. LISTENING (1.2pts) 

I. Listen and tick True (T) or False (F) 

Statements True (T) False (F) 

1. Phu Quoc is a very beautiful island in Viet Nam     

2. There are no green forest in Phu Quoc   

3. You can play water sports in Phu Quoc    

4. People can buy interesting things at the markets   

II. Listen and choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks  

5. Phu Quoc has____and green forests  

A. beautiful beaches               B. river                    C. lake                   D. sea 

6. It also has resorts , hotels and _____ 

A. seas                                B. bars                     C. lakes                   D. rivers 

B. USE OF LANGUAGE  (3.6pts) 

I. Choose the word (A, B, C, or D) whose underlined part is pronounced differently 

7. A. photo B. going  C. mother D. home  

8. A. hats B. pens C. books D. cats 

9. A. river B. island C. animal D. thing 

10. A. special  B. share C. wish  D. rice  

II. Odd one out  

11. A. beach  B. valley C. island  D. large  

12. A. eye B. ear  C. see D. mouth  

III. Find the mistake                                

13. Hoa usually go to the library with her friends after school   

                            A                B      C                            D 

14. She has brown eyes and black long hair  

               A                B    C            D 

IV. Choose the best word and phrase (A, B, C, or D) to complete the sentences below. 

15. How many tables _____ in your classroom? 

A. are there  B. there are  C. there isn’t  D. there aren’t 

16. The black car is __________ than the white car 

A. expensive B. the most expensive  C. more expensive  D. as expensive 

17. Could you please tell me the _____ to the post office?   

A. road                           B. way                    C. street             D. path 

18. My father has ___________ beard.  

A. a long grey  B. long a grey  C. a grey long D. long grey 

19. Students________ in an exam or the teacher will send them out. 

A. must cheat  B. mustn’t to cheat  C. mustn’t cheat  D. must to cheat 

20. The Grand Canyon is one of the natural __________ of the world. 



A. materials  B. sights  C. scenery  D. wonders 

21. ___________ school is small.     

A. Tom of  B. Toms  C. Tom’s  D. of Tom 

22. My brother can wait hours for his friends without getting angry. He is really ________ .   

A. patient  B. friendly  C. lovely  D. beautiful 

23. Ann: “Could you tell me the way to the cinema, please ?” 

      Lisa: “ ___________” 

A. Go straight ahead, it’s on your left                      B. I don’t like watching film 

C. What film is it?                                                    D. This is an interesting film  

24. Hoa: “What does your best friend look like?” 

      Linh: “_______” 

A. She is short and has short hair                              B. She is a teacher  

B. She likes English                                                  D. She is friendly  

C. READING (1.6pts) 

I. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each numbered blank. 

                  Trang An in Ninh Binh is a charming and (25) ______________ site in Viet Nam. 

The whole picture of Trang An has limestone mountains, forests and golden rice fields. The 

valleys here are amazingly beautiful like colorful carpets. There are (26) ______________ 

running along these valleys, reflecting the blue sky above. Making boat trips is a perfect way 

to fully enjoy the (27) ______________ here. There are also tens of wonderful natural caves 

that you should (28) ______________ on foot. Many world travelers call Trang An “Ha Long 

Bay on the land”. 

25. A. fantastic  B. active   C. smart   D. intelligent 

26. A. lakes   B. seas   C. rivers   D. oceans 

27. A. scenery  B. surrounding  C. neighborhood  D. pictures 

28. A. enjoy  B. explore   C. look   D. watch 

II. Read the passage and choose the correct answer for each question  

     Hello. My name is John. I live in an apartment in New York, the USA. It is a big city. It 

has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and shops. There is much traffic and there 

are often traffic jams at rush hours. It is very noisy here, but I enjoy living here because 

everything is exciting and attractive to me. 

     Hi, I am Kate. I am John’s elder cousin. I live in a village in the suburbs of Canberra, 

Australia. It is quieter than New York. It hasn’t got many shops, supermarkets and restaurants. 

There are some farms around my house. You can see a lot of sheep and kangaroos on the 

farms. There are not many people here, but they are friendly. I prefer to live in the countryside 

because I enjoy the fresh air and peaceful life here. 

29. New York has got a lot of high buildings, supermarkets, banks and ………… 

A. shops        B. post offices               C. parks            D. rivers 

30. It is very ………………….. in New York city. 

A. peaceful        B. noisy                          C. quiet             D. boring 

31. Kate is ………………. than John. 

A. taller             B. younger                C. older                 D. slimmer 

32. She lives in a ……………… in an area away from Canberra, Australia. 

A. village            B. town              C. city                     D. suburd  

 



D. WRITING (1.6pts) 

I.  Rewrite the sentences, using the words given.  

33. Hoa has short black  hair 

=> Hoa’s hair…………………………………………….. 

34. There are 5 people in my family. 

=> My family ………………………………………………. 

35. The post office is in front of the market. 

=> The market ………………………………………………. 

36. Her house is bigger than his house  

=> His house………………………………………………….. 

II.  Reorder the word to make the correct sentence.  

37. are/ the/ photos/ The/ on/ wall 

=> ……………………………..…………………………… 

38. are/ five/ in/ house/ and/ a/ There/ rooms/  big/ the/ garden    

=>  ……………………………………………………………… 

39. me/ you/ the way/ could/ the Japanese/ Bridge/ to / tell/ please ?  

=>………………………………………………………………… 

40. like/ join/ for/ would / us/ dinner/ you/ tonight/ to   

=>………………………………………………………………. 

E. SPEAKING (2pts) 

1. Introduction  

2. Topic  

 

 

_ Have a good test _ 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANSWER KEYS FOR THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH  6 – NO 601 

School year: 2023-2024 

 

1.T 2.F 3.T 4.T 5.A 6.B 7.C 8.B 

9.B 10.D 11.D 12.C 13.A 14.C 15.B 16.D 

17.C 18.D 19.C 20.A 21.A 22.A 23.A 24.D 

25.A 26.C 27.A 28.B 29.A 30.B 31.C 32.A 

33. Hoa’s hair is short and black   

34. My family has 5 people  

35. The market is behind the post office 

36. His house is smaller than her house  

37. The photos are on the wall  

38.There are five rooms and a big garden in the house  

39. Could you tell me the way to the Japanese Bridge, please ? 

40. Would you like to join us for dinner tonight ?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEYS FOR THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH  6 – NO 602 

School year: 2023-2024 

 

1.T 2.F 3.T 4.T 5.A 6.B 7.A 8.C 

9.B 10.D 11.C 12.D 13.C 14.A 15.A 16.A 

17.C 18.B 19.B 20.D 21.D 22.C 23.A 24.D 

25.A 26.C 27.A 28.B 29.A 30.B 31.C 32.A 

33. The photos are on the wall  

34.There are five rooms and a big garden in the house  

35. Could you tell me the way to the Japanese Bridge, please ? 

36. Would you like to join us for dinner tonight ?  

37. Hoa’s hair is short and black   

38. My family has 5 people  

39. The market is behind the post office 

40. His house is smaller than her house  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANSWER KEYS FOR THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH  6 – NO 603 

School year: 2023-2024 

 

1.T 2.F 3.T 4.T 5.A 6.B 7.A 8.C 

9.A 10.B 11.A 12.B 13.C 14.A 15.C 16.B 

17.B 18.D 19.D 20.C 21.A 22.C 23.B 24.D 

25.C 26.D 27.C 28.A 29.A 30.A 31.A 32.D 

33. Hoa’s hair is short and black   

34. My family has 5 people  

35. The market is behind the post office 

36. His house is smaller than her house  

37. The photos are on the wall  

38.There are five rooms and a big garden in the house  

39. Could you tell me the way to the Japanese Bridge, please ? 

40. Would you like to join us for dinner tonight  ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEYS FOR THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH  6 – NO 604 

School year: 2023-2024 

 

1.T 2.F 3.T 4.T 5.A 6.B 7.A 8.D 

9.A 10.C 11.B 12.D 13.C 14.D 15.A 16.C 

17.A 18.A 19.C 20.B 21.B 22.D 23.D 24.C 

25.A 26.C 27.A 28.B 29.A 30.B 31.C 32.A 

33. The photos are on the wall  

34.There are five rooms and a big garden in the house  

35. Could you tell me the way to the Japanese Bridge, please ? 

36. Would you like to join us for dinner tonight ?  

37. Hoa’s hair is short and black   

38. My family has 5 people  

39. The market is behind the post office 

40. His house is smaller than her house  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ANSWER KEYS FOR THE FIRST-TERM TEST ENGLISH  6 – Dự phòng  

School year: 2023-2024 

 
1.T 2.F 3.T 4.T 5.A 6.B 7.C 8.B 
9.B 10.D 11.D 12.C 13.A 14.D 15.A 16.C 
17.B 18.D 19.C 20.D 21.C 22.A 23.A 24.A 
25.A 26.C 27.A 28.B 29.A 30.B 31.C 32.A 

33. Hoa’s hair is short and black   

34. My family has 5 people  

35. The market is behind the post office 

36. His house is smaller than her house  

37. The photos are on the wall  

38.There are five rooms and a big garden in the house  

39. Could you tell me the way to the Japanese Bridge, please ? 

40. Would you like to join us for dinner tonight  ? 

 

Tapescript: 

Phu Quoc is a very beautiful island in Viet Nam. It is in Kien Giang. It has beautiful beaches 

and green forests. It also has resorts, hotels, and bars. The people here are friendly. Phu Quoc 

has an international airport, and travelling there is easy. Tourists can visit fishing villages, 

national parks, pagodas and temples. They also like to eat the seafood here. It is delicious. 

Sailing and fishing are popular water sports. You can buy interesting things at the markets on 

the island. 
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